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I Need Something That …

• Helps with transport
• Helps with fosters
• Helps with health 

(keeping pets in the home)
• Helps with rehoming



“Can You Make It a Button?”



“And Ideally …”



My Favorite Cartoon



Joined by Four Friends Today

Helps with transport

Helps with fosters

Helps with health
(Keeping pets in the home)

Helps with rehoming



The Clock Starts Now



Is your organization

It’s like             & 
for animal rescue.

?



Doobert is an online platform for animal rescue.

Organizations:
- Find Partners - either source or destination orgs.

- Create volunteer transports - create unlimited 
transports: local, relay rescue, and even airline.

- Search like Expedia - search for shelter, commercial 
or volunteer transports across the country.

- Reserve a seat - book a seat on an existing shelter 
transport or allow reservations on yours.

Volunteers:
- Volunteer their way - they choose how to 

volunteer: transporter, foster, even virtual volunteer.

- Engage on their level - e-mail, text messaging 
and even Facebook messenger notifications.

- Share their passion - share photos and stories 
from transport to inspire other volunteers to join.

- Power their community - using the Doobert 
mobile app they can even help find lost pets.

700+ organizations
19,000+ volunteers

Is your organization ?



Doobert helps you find new matches.

●EVERY one of our 700+ organizations has been 
verified through an application process so you know the 
other organizations you’re working with are legitimate.

- Find Partners - either source or 
destination orgs.

- Create volunteer transports -
create unlimited transports: local, 
relay rescue, and even airline.

- Search like Expedia - search for 
shelter, commercial or volunteer 
transports across the country.

- Reserve a seat - book a seat on an 
existing shelter transport or allow 
reservations on yours. ●Doobert makes it simple to indicate to other organizations 

whether you are a source or destination organization.

●Organizations can search for each other 
contact you and even see available 
animals you can transfer, real-time. 

Is your organization ?



Route based reservations:
- Shelter transport, commercial 

transport list available space.
- Doobert manages reservations.

Local Rides:
- 1 leg / 1 volunteer driver
- Notifications via text 

messaging, Facebook messaging 
& email.

Airline employee transport:
- Flight attendants, pilots, other 

airline employees & retirees.
- Animals transported in-cabin

Doobert supports multiple types of transports.

- Find Partners - either source or 
destination orgs.

- Create volunteer transports -
create unlimited transports: local, 
relay rescue, and even airline.

- Search like Expedia - search for 
shelter, commercial or volunteer 
transports across the country.

- Reserve a seat - book a seat on an 
existing shelter transport or allow 
reservations on yours.
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Rescue Relay Transports:
- Multiple legs; drivers & pilots
- Notifications via email
- GPS tracking via mobile app.

Is your organization ?



Doobert allows you to search and book.

● Imagine being able to search 
every transport like you can 
search flights on Expedia.  

● Select the date range and 
we’ll show you all of the 
transport options available:
○ Rescue relay transports
○ Shelter transports
○ Volunteers upcoming trips

- Find Partners - either source or 
destination orgs.

- Create volunteer transports -
create unlimited transports: local, 
relay rescue, and even airline.

- Search like Expedia - search for 
shelter, commercial or volunteer 
transports across the country.

- Reserve a seat - book a seat on an 
existing shelter transport or allow 
reservations on yours.

Is your organization ?



Doobert lets you book a seat and take reservations.

Got a shelter transport with extra space?

●Create the route & list available spaces.

●Doobert will manage the reservations for 
you and even allow you to approve/reject.

●Doobert will promote your route to other 
organizations nearby your route.

Looking for a seat on a transport?

●Using the Expedia-like search you can 
find transports and if they’re accepting 
reservations, immediately confirm a seat.

●Doobert will handle the approvals, 
payment (if required) and communicate 
with you every step of the way.

- Find Partners - either source or 
destination orgs.

- Create volunteer transports -
create unlimited transports: local, 
relay rescue, and even airline.

- Search like Expedia - search for 
shelter, commercial or volunteer 
transports across the country.

- Reserve a seat - book a seat on an 
existing shelter transport or allow 
reservations on yours.

Is your organization ?



● Vision:
Passion and kindness for animals 
through support and collaboration.

● Mission:
Bring leading edge solutions to animal
rescue, providing support and technology
to help animal rescuers save homeless animals.

Doobert’s vision and mission

That’s MeThat’s Daphne

There’s Bernie

(it was his rescue relay)

Is your organization ?



https://youtu.be/vUgm4uRJz4Y



• Free

• Foster caregivers or 
adopters

• Smartphones and 
tablets

• Android or iOS 
(iPhones) 



• Health and behavioral surveys

• Automatic advice

• Pictures and video submissions

• Pet biographies

• Weight tracking

• Vaccination reminders

• Resource documents



















Visit our exhibition space

Learn more: www.maddiesfund.org/mpa



Common reasons animals 
are returned after adoption

• Unexpected costs
• Human health issues
• Destructive behaviors (for example, soiling in 

the house, chewing furniture)
• Disobedience
• Barking
• Hyperactivity
• Aggression (with children, 

other family members or pets)



How Can We Help?
Studies by the AHA have shown that people who asked for help before 
returning the pet were more likely to keep the pet than those who had not 
sought advice from a vet, friends, family or the shelter.

• We can answer all post-adoption concerns and questions.
• Our vets have shelter experience and are five-year-plus certified.
• They are happy to walk new pet parents through the growing pains 

of new pet ownership.
• They can help address medical concerns or common behavior 

issues.
• They can reassure new pet parents if they are worried about how 

their new family members are settling into their new environment.
• Our vets can give their opinions on proper nutrition, healthy diet 

and exercise routines.
• Our vets can offer suggestions about solutions to common 

problems. 
• Our vets will help owners make sure their new pets’ physical and 

mental well-being is looked after.



Losing a Pet

We will help re-unite lost pets with their owners.
Send a lost-
pet alert by 
simply 
clicking  a 
button.

We will send 
your report 
to everyone 
in the area.

If someone has found your animal, 
our facial recognition technology 

will match and we can get your pet 
home as soon as possible.



Stress on Shelters 
and Caregivers

• Overcrowding
• Financial challenges
• Finding the right adopters for 

each animal
• Shelter disease and infection 

control
• Not enough volunteer help
• Constant interruptions
• Emotional exhaustion
• Not enough time in the day
• Caring for sick animals
• Trying to find homes for hard-

to-place animals



We Can Help
• Direct new adopters to call our vets if they have 

concerns.
• We will take all post-adoption calls off your plate.
• Our app makes it easy for pet owners to make 

donations, to bring in more funds.
• We can re-unite lost pets with their owners quickly 

and easily.
• We will help owners transition their new pets, thus 

reducing returns to the shelter.
• Our experienced vets can offer education and 

concrete tools to help owners work with their new 
animals.

• Our vets have extensive knowledge of shelter 
diseases. 

• The more animals who stay in homes after 
adoption, the better. It allows you to help more 
animals and reduces overcrowding.





• We are a nonprofit.
• We were founded in 2000.
• We are an online adoptable pet search engine.
• We have more than five million visitors to our site 

each month.
• We send out over 11 million New Pet Alert emails 

each month.
• We have FREE automated integrations with most 

shelter software providers.



89.7M 25% 22.4M

94.2M 26% 24.5M

Pets Being Rehomed

Source: 2015/16, 2017/18 APPA Survey
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Launched March 2017

Launching a Rehome Service

&
ü Provide another referral option for shelters and rescue 

organizations. 
ü Provide a safer alternative to some of the other methods 

that owners are using to rehome their pets. 
ü Utilize the existing Adopt-a-Pet.com audience for these 

pets.



Simple Steps for Pet Owner

Step 1: Create a Pet Profile 

Step 2: Review Applications 

Step 3: Meet Adopters

Step 4: Finalize Adoption



• Much like a shelter or rescue
– Compelling bio about the pet
– Up to 4 photos
– Video

Pet Owner Creates a Profile

• Indicate which shelter or rescue referred them
– 100% of adoption donation fee will be issued to 

that organization

• Profile is published on Adopt-a-Pet.com to be 
seen by millions of potential adopters



Pet Profile Is Published

• Adult 
• Senior
• Photo or story
• No #’s in their description

• Kitten, puppy, young
• No photo and no story
• #’s in their description
• Purebreds
• Any change in the story after the 

pet was created



• Screening guidance provided on 
submitted applications
– Tool tips provide insight on 

application review

Guidance Throughout the Process

• Anonymous communication with potential 
adopters directly through Rehome 

• Ability to set up safe meet-and-greets at public 
pet-friendly places, like Petco stores



• Establish contingency plan if adoption doesn’t 
work out: return to owner or use Rehome 

• Transfer of vet records and health documents
• New owner submits adoption donation fee

Adoption Is Finalized



Make sure you have an active Adopt-a-Pet.com account!

Sign up at the Petco Foundation booth to receive your 
Rehome toolkit via email.

Add your banner or unique tracking URL to your website.

Educate staff and volunteers on Rehome.

Add your unique URL to email and printed communications.

Refer pet owners to Rehome.

Getting Started



Alright, Let’s Discuss



More Learning Opportunities

Sign up:
• Maddie’s Pet 

Forum
• Maddie’s 

University
• Best Friends 

Digital 
Community

In the Share Space TODAY:




